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/ Please introduce yourself in a few lines
Hello, I am a Melbourne based Australian artist
working within the fields of painting,
photography and installation. 

/ What do you find inspiring
about Korpo?

/ How important is it for you to meet local
people while staying at an artist residency?
I have been so lucky on this trip to be able to
meet and visit the studios of so many wonderful
Finnish artists not only here in Korpo but also in
Helsinki and Tampere. It’s such a positive experience
to engage with local artists and create lasting bonds. Not
only do you get an invaluable insight into their practice but the stories and
knowledge shared is heartwarming and priceless. I was thrilled to take part in
the natural wool dying workshop held by Laura Nilsen earlier in August and
recently visited the beautiful studio of ceramic artist Anna Nyreen on Nagu. 

/  How would you describe the art that you do?

I generally create abstract watercolour paintings inspired by my physical and
emotional environment. I love to play with colour and line and tend to paint
on locally sourced paper and books. At the moment I’m painting on Eeva
magazines and other Finnish publications from the 1950’s.

The archipelago landscape and the colours
within it are very different to anything
you would find in Australia, but I also
find the wonderful sense of community
here just as inspiring and refreshing.
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/ Please introduce yourself in a few lines
I am an artist and designer based in Bristol
in the UK. My practice is centred around
the exploration of form and tactility, and
the emotional responses they can evoke.
Functionality and interaction have always
been important elements of my work;
mostly I create furniture and functional
sculpture. 

/ How important it is for your creative proceses to meet local people while
staying in the residency? 

/ What is different about Korpo and the Nature of the archipelago
compared to other places you have visited?
The Archipelago is one of the most beautiful places I've ever been. Crystal
clear warm seas, huge sloping rocks, moss carpeted forests, enormous dragon
flies; its magical and there have been many moments where I feel like I'm
dreaming. Being on an island is a unique feeling, and being right by the
bright yellow ferry is a constant reminder how reliant on that transport link
all the islanders are.  

/  Why is it important for creative people to have access to residences
around the world like this one in Korpo?

Taking time out from your usual surroundings, going somewhere unknown,
meeting new people, trying (and failing!) to learn basic phrases of a different
language is refreshing and inspiring. For myself as an artist, I need to feel a
little challenged and out of my comfort zone to create new and exciting
work.

The first full day I had on Korpo myself and fellow residents Paul and
Hannah happened upon a natural dye workshop in the local town of
Korpostrom. We had to chance to dye our own yarn with natural dyes
collected from the island, which I am now using in my project. It was a
great opportunity to meet the local women running it and learn from their
wealth of knowledge about plants and processes. 

/  How did you end up at this Artist Residency in Korpo?
I had been considering residencies in the UK for a while, knowing I needed
some time dedicated to creating new work, then I read Summer Book by
Tove Jansson, and fell in love with the sound of Finland. I began researching
Finnish residencies and came across AARK. I got in touch with Renja, and
booked flights within the week! 
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/ Please introduce yourself in a few lines

I am Lilli,  34 years old Finnish artist living   
   in Turku. 

/ Why is it important for creative people to have access to residences
around the world like this one in Korpo?

/ How did you end up at this
Artist Residency in Korpo?

               I used to be Renja's student in Turku Arts   
             Academy. As I graduated she gave me a grant 
         for one month working in Aark (2015). For     
      now I am taking part of The Between island -
project, in which Renja invited me.

I was spending the whole June in Vladivostok, Russia, in Zarya - Center for
contemporary art's residency. It gave me new angles, perspectives and time to
look things what is currently working with more closely. In Finland I have
been working quite a lot in archipelago and I have find it very important for
my practice. I can stay for a moment right there where I need to be and with
no interruptions. For me residencies are kind of intensive areas in where I
can give more space and time for my art and my mind as well. I've always got
new inspiration and ideas from every residency where I've been.

M å n a d e n s  R o s
I want to send this rose of the month

to  Renja Leino  for all her help
also to all the people that participated

in my collect/lottery
to help a Syrian family

Thank you! ❤ 

Aarón Blanco Tejedor
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